COMMUNITIES SPEAK
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ LOCAL ACTIONS AND INITIATIVES ARE VITAL TO IMPLEMENTING PARIS AGREEMENT AND THE POST-2020 GLOBAL BIODIVERSITY FRAMEWORK

MAY 5, 2022 | 10:00 - 11:30 AM GMT +9

REGISTRATION LINK:
bit.ly/WFCIPLCinAction

ROOM ASSIGNMENT:
Conference Room 318A

This side event facilitates the participation of representatives of Indigenous Peoples including women and youth as key speakers. The speakers will highlight local stories that are contributing to the fight against the climate crisis and to protect biodiversity; discuss the challenges and gaps in the national climate and biodiversity action plan; and present key recommendations for the post-2020 global biodiversity framework and the implementation of the Paris Agreement.

MODERATOR:
MR. LAKPA NURI SHERPA
ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME COORDINATOR
ASIA INDIGENOUS PEOPLES PACT (AIPP)

SPEAKERS AND TOPICS

LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ PLATFORM.
OPPORTUNITY TO AMPLIFY THE STORIES AND INITIATIVES OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

MS. PASANG DOLMA SHERPA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CENTER FOR INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT (CIPRED)

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PARIS AGREEMENT;
REGIONAL OVERVIEW OF ASIAN INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

MR. KITTISAK RATTANAKRAJANGSRI
CHAIRPERSON, ASIA INDIGENOUS PEOPLES PACT (AIPP)

WHY HUMAN RIGHTS BASED APPROACH TO CONSERVATION IS ESSENTIAL FOR POST 2020 GLOBAL BIODIVERSITY FRAMEWORK?

MS. DEWI SUTEJO
VICE NATIONAL CONVENOR OF JARINGAN KERJA PARTISIPATIF (JKPP) AND MEMBER OF REGIONAL COUNCIL ICCA, SOUTH-EAST ASIA

MR. GIOVANNI SOLIMAN REYES
PRESIDENT, PHILIPPINE ICCA CONSORTIUM

INDIGENOUS WOMEN LEADERSHIP ON CLIMATE AND BIODIVERSITY PROTECTION

MS. CONCHITA CALZADO
PRESIDENT, ASIA NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENDERS (ANRD), PHILIPPINES AND MEMBER OF THE ASIAN NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENDERS ASSOCIATION FOR SUSTAINABLE RURAL DEVELOPMENT (ANRED)

MS. NORAERI THUNGMEANGTHONG
CHEF OF HUA EK KHANG VILLAGE, THAILAND
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